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On products with insulating protection you’ll see a temperature range 

labeled Comfort Rating. The two numbers listed are the lowest and 

highest temperatures for your comfort level. To assign a temperature 

rating, RefrigiWear® takes into account key elements of the garment’s 

construction: insulation, outershell and lining. 
Lowest Temp Highest Temp

How To Read Our Comfort Ratings:

Please remember that Comfort Ratings are guidelines. Activity levels will have a considerable impact on warmth. Also, 

each person’s unique circulation, metabolism and physical characteristics factor into their overall warmth and comfort.

WARM

ICONIC

TOUGH
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Since 1954, RefrigiWear® has been committed to Quality, 

Performance and Reliability. Our founder, Myron Breakstone, 

demanded a standard of excellence that will never be compromised.

We understand that the customer defines quality. To consistently exceed 

customer expectations, we challenge our dedicated employees and 

loyal suppliers to continuous improvement of every product, process 

and service. We promise to aggressively protect the reputation of 

RefrigiWear® as the industry leader in quality.
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Driver Retention 

Provide Support to Create Success – Including Protective Gear

Improving Driver Retention and Recruiting 
How Added Benefits like Personal  

Protective Equipment Can Help

An ongoing issue in the transportation industry is keeping good drivers on the team and recruiting new talent as seasoned 

drivers retire. There are a few standard recommendations for improving this, such as minimum pay so drivers have 

predictable income, more time at home for drivers and improved healthcare programs. What often gets overlooked, 

however, are additional benefits that invest in a driver’s success.

The Cost of Employee Turnover
There are many costs associated with recruiting and replacing lost 

employees, and they add up. On average, it costs between 30-50% 

more than an employee’s average salary to replace them, meaning it is 

more expensive to replace than retain.1 These costs come from many 

areas, some tangible and others less tangible, and have a significant 

impact on your bottom line. Reducing employee turnover keeps costs 

down and improves morale. The number one reason employees 

cite for leaving is low employee satisfaction.2 Improving employee 

satisfaction therefore is key to retaining valuable employees.  

Drivers already have a demanding 

job that requires the sacrifice of 

being away from home – adding in 

tough working conditions makes it 

all the more taxing. It is important to 

provide practical solutions so drivers 

can tackle the issues of changing 

environments. 

From footwear and jackets to gloves 

and headwear, providing the best 

personal protective equipment for 

your team (rather than making them 

pay for it), contributes to supporting 

drivers, making them more successful 

in the field and showing you appreciate 

their hard work in tough conditions. 

All of this feeds into satisfaction and 

employee retention. It also prevents 

employees from buying cheaper, sub-

par gear that won’t offer them proper 

protection and leads to negative job 

satisfaction and performance. 

Tools for success are many  
and varied, but when your 

employees work in cold 
conditions, the right personal 

protective equipment for  
cold environments needs  

to be high on the list. 

It costs an additional 30-50% of an hourly 
employee’s annual salart just to replace them.

30% 50%

$
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Driver Retention 

Improving Driver Retention and Recruiting 
How Added Benefits like Personal  

Protective Equipment Can Help

Protective Gear
FOOTWEAR 
It is important to have non-slip boots, but it is also important that boots have 
outersoles specifically designed not to crack in cold temperatures. Drivers 
are one of the 5 most injured positions when it comes to slips, trips and falls. 
Proper footwear reduces those accidents.

GLOVES 
Protecting hands from impact and temperature are equally important to 
performance and productivity. Having the proper gear to protect drivers ’ 
hands while loading and unloading helps keep productivity high.

HEADWEAR 
Keeping exposed areas at a minimum, and protecting vulnerable areas like 
the ears, are an important part of staying protected from cold temperatures. 
Headwear also protects against unexpected weather and can be embroidered 
for added professionalism and company branding. 

CLOTHING
Items like jackets, base layers and pants are an important part of protecting 
employees from the conditions they encounter. However, they need to be 
designed to meet the environments your drivers work in or the gear can 
become uncomfortable and fail to protect adequately. 3-in-1 jackets are great 
because they can easily be adjusted to work in different temperature and 
weather conditions. Vests are a great lightweight option and high visibility 
garments offer protection in low visibility conditions. 

1.“What Was Management Thinking? The High Cost of Employee Turnover,” Karlyn Borysenko, http://www.eremedia.com/tlnt/what-was-leadership-thinking-the-shockingly-high-cost-of-employee-turnover/# 
2.“What Are the Factors That Contribute to High Staff Turnover & Low Productivity?” Ruth Mayhew, http://smallbusiness.chron.com/factors-contribute-high-staff-turnover-low-productivity-10136.html 
3.Lockridge, Deborah, “Driver Recruiting and Retention: It’s All About respect.” http://www.truckinginfo.com/article/story/2012/02/driver-recruiting-and-retention-its-all-about-respect.aspx

Providing personal protective equipment shows employees 

you are invested in their well-being and success. It also 

helps them be more productive on the job and, as a result, 

increases overall job satisfaction.   Surveys of drivers 
showed that even if your pay is average, if 
you’ve got a supportive company providing 
multiple benefits, people are sticking around.3 

Choosing the right gear protects your employees, keeps 

productivity up and reduces turnover. 
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All-Season

4.4 oz 100% Polyester | Moisture wicking and odor fighting material
3 Color-match buttons | Light weight with heavy-duty durability

Designed for everyday wear

9006R Reg | S-4XL

Black, Royal Blue, White, Navy

9006 Snag-Proof Short Sleeve Polo

Lightweight

4.4 oz 60% Cotton / 40% polyester pique | 3 Color-match buttons 
Flat knit collar | Designed for everyday wear

9005R Reg | S-5XL

Black, Red, Royal Blue, Charcoal

9005 Short Sleeve Polo

Lightweight

7.4 oz 100% Polyester | Closed-hole mesh | Moisture wicking 
1/4 Zip Pullover | Cadet collar with angled chin guard for comfort

Contrasting coloring on sleeves and zipper | Tag free comfort
Active-wear inspired, great for layering

8006R Reg | S-4XL

Black/Gray, Gray/Black, Navy/Gray

8006 Sport Wick Long Sleeve

Lightweight

4.3 oz 100% Polyester 
Closed-hole pinpoint mesh with moisture wicking and snag resistance 

1/4 Zip pullover | Cadet collar 
Active-wear inspired, great for layering

8005R Reg | S-4XL

Black, Navy

8005 Lightweight Long Sleeve

Lightweight

9005

9006
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All-Season

100% Polyester wind-tight, water-repellent outershell 
Full zip with color matched zipper | 2 Hand warmer pockets

2 Inside bag pockets | Cadet collar with chin guard 
Stretch banding at cuffs and waist | Great for layering

8024R Reg | S-4XL

Black, Gray, Red

8024 Windwear Jacket

Lightweight Water
Repellent

Windtight

100% Polyester wind-tight, water-repellent outsershell 
100% Polyester taffeta lining with coating

2 Zippered hand warmer pockets | 1 Inside Velcro pouch pocket
Locking zipper with storm flap for draft protection

Knit cuffs and waistband | Raglan sleeves

0451R Reg | S-5XL

Black, Navy

0451 ChillBreaker® Lightweight Jacket

Lightweight Water
Repellent

Windtight

Lightweight Water
Repellent

Windtight

100% Polyester wind-tight, water-repellent outershell 
Full zip with color contrast zipper

2 Hand warmer pockets | 2 Inside bag pockets
Cadet collar with chin guard | Stretch banding at cuffs and waist

Reflective accents and color contrast details

8025R Reg | S-4XL

Black, Lime/Black, Royal Blue/Black

8025 Reflective Windwear Jacket

Two-Color Back
(For Blue and Lime Only)
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Quilted 100% nylon with 80g insulation on chest for 
warmth and wind resistance 

78% Polyester / 22% elastane stretch knit on sleeves and back 
Bound seams for draft protection | 2 Zippered hand warmer pockets 

Full-zip stand-up collar 

086TR Reg | S-5XL
Black/Charcoal

086T Hybrid Top

All-Season

92% Polyester / 8% elastane | Antimicrobial, anti-static finish
1/4 Zip collar on shirt | 4-Way stretch, brushed inner lining

Can also be worn as mid layer

 
088TR Reg | S-4XL

Black

088T  Flex-Wear Top

Inspired by layers worn by athletes, the Hybrid Top 
is a unique layering piece that protects core warmth 
without hindering your range of motion. Lightweight and 
comfortable, the arms and back are made of stretchy, knit 
fabric that gives you more freedom of movement. 

Extremely comfortable, lightweight, thin and flexible, our 
Flex-Wear keeps you warm without weighing you down.

Stretch

Stretch
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ANSI Class 2 compliant | Mesh fabric
2” Silver reflective tape over shoulders and waist

Velcro closure | Reflective X on back

0199R Reg | M-5XL

Orange | Lime

0199 HiVis Velcro Mesh Safety Vest

*Choose a size up when wearing over jackets

ANSI Class 2 compliant | Mesh fabric | Velcro closure
2” Silver reflective tape over shoulders and waist

5 Point breakaway vest | 1 Bottom, right outside pocket 
1 Chest, left inside pocket

 
0197R Reg | M-5XL

Orange | Lime

0197 HiVis Break Away Mesh Safety Vest

*Choose a size up when wearing over jackets

ANSI Class 2 compliant | Secure zip-front closure | Mesh fabric
2” Silver reflective tape over shoulders and waist

4 Convenient Velcro closure pockets

0198R Reg | M-5XL

Orange | Lime

0198 HiVis Zipper Mesh Safety Vest

*Choose a size up when wearing over jackets

HiVis orange shell: 100% Polyester microfiber
ANSI Class 2 compliant | 2” Silver 3M™ Scotchlite™ Reflective Tape

 Black shell: 100% Polyester 270g micro-fleece
 Water-repellant, breathable membrane

2 Hand warmer pockets on each side | Full zip stand-up collar
 

9499R Reg | S-5XL
Orange/Black Reversible

9499 HiVis Reversible Softshell Vest

Vests

Water
Repellent

Reversible
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Rainwear

100% Polyester waterproof, wind-tight & breathable outershell
Taffeta lining in sleeves | YKK front zipper with Velcro storm flap 

Waterproof right chest pocket | 2 hand warmer pockets
1 inside pouch pocket | Detachable hood | Velcro adjustable cuffs 

9190R Reg | S-5XL

Black

9190 Lightweight Rainwear Jacket

50% PU / 50% PVC waterproof, wind-tight outershell
Polyester mesh lining | Snap close storm flap | 2 hand warmer pockets 

Hood tucks in for storage 
2” Silver 3M™ Scotchlite® Reflective Tape | Reflective X on back

Stitchless bond tape for increased durability 

9170R Reg | S-5XL

Lime

9170 HiVis Lightweight 
 Rainwear Jacket

0195 Mid-Weight Rainwear Set

100% Polyester with waterproof, breathable coating
Taffeta lined | Jacket and pants set | Velcro adjustment at wrist
Vent flap on back and vent holes under arms for breathability 

Adjustable waist cord | 2 Pants pockets | Snaps at each leg
Barrel lock at hood for secure fit | Hood rolls into collar

Comes in bag for easy storage

0195R Reg | S-5XL
Orange | Lime

LightweightWind-TightWaterproof Breathable
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Rainwear

0437 HiVis Insulated Rainwear 
 Bib Overalls

160g Polyester insulation
100% Polyester waterproof, breathable outershell

Locking zippers on front and legs
Heel plate | Right chest pocket | 2 Welt hand warmer pockets

Adjustable Y back suspenders | ANSI Class E Compliant
2 Rows of 2” 3M™ Scotchlite™ Reflective Tape

0437R Reg | S-5XL
Lime

0436 HiVis 3-in-1 Insulated Jacket
0431 3-in-1 Insulated Jacket

  Outer Jacket: 
100% Polyester waterproof, breathable outershell

Silver reflective stripe | Detachable hood can be tucked into jacket
Velcro straps on sleeves | Taffeta inner lining

 Brushed Tricot 100% polyester for pocket bags | Fleece lining in collar
Waterproof zipper on front, two coil hand warmer pockets

Exclusive on HiVis 0436: 
ANSI Class 2 Compliant | CSA level 2 approved

 2” 3M™ Scotchlite™ Reflective Tape | Reflective X on back
Midweight Liner: 

160g Polyester insulation | Polyester outershell
Brushed Tricot 100% polyester for pocket bags | Inside storm flap

Trim/Other Components:
Elastic drawcord with adjustable toggles inside jacket 

(Inner jacket and on the hood of the outer jacket)

0431R Reg | S-5XL            0436R Reg | S-5XL

Black, Lime

1MIDWEIGHT LINER
when it’s dry 2WATERPROOF SHELL

when it’s wet 3 BOTH 
when it’s wet and cold

3-in-1 Jackets

0436
Liner

0431
Liner
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HiVis Gear

High Visibility Apparel for Drivers

Protecting your employees is a top concern of every manager. For drivers, there are safety concerns for both when 

they are in and out of their truck, and one of the largest safety concerns is being on foot in low visibility environments. 

High Visibility garments provide added safety when at large distribution centers or in busy yards with moving vehicles, 

making emergency stops or in any lowlight condition.

Improve Safety with HiVis Gear
ANSI Recommendations 

Standards for HiVis apparel are set by the American National Standards 

Institute (ANSI). Though not all workers are required to follow ANSI 

guidelines, it is safer to follow the guidelines for each class if your 

conditions ever match. There are 3 ANSI classes for HiVis standards, 

covering differing work environments and job duties.1 Manufacturers 

have to meet specific guidelines when producing HiVis apparel to be 

considered ANSI compliant.2  

Determining the Class for Your Employees and Environment 

Important factors to consider when 
choosing ANSI compliant HiVis 
clothing:
• How often are drivers in high traffic areas, 

 like the side of the highway or a busy  

 truck yard? 

• How often do drivers encounter low  

 visibility conditions such as poor weather 

 or night time driving/deliveries? 

• Worker’s attention is not fully on any  
 traffic
• There is separation between worker  
 and traffic

• Require less background and tape.  
 Vests are usually Class 1 or 2

• Weather impedes visibility
• Work zone is complex or cluttered
• Attention is diverted away from  
 traffic

• Require more background and 
 reflective tape.  Class 2 garments 
 will  have more surface material  
 than Class 1

• Traffic exceeds 50mph
• Attention is never on traffic
• Night workers
• Cluttered, high activity work zones

• Require the largest amount of 
 background material and  
 reflective tape for enhanced safety 
 in the toughest conditions

CLASS 1 CLASS 2 CLASS 3
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HiVis Gear

Best Practices
Types of Apparel

There are many types of ANSI complaint HiVis apparel, from vests and jackets to pant sets, overalls and coveralls. When 

doing a hazard assessment to determine the proper HiVis apparel, it is helpful to consider other necessary protections as 

well, then determine the best solution of gear for your employees. For example, if your drivers only deliver to high traffic 

yards, having a HiVis shirt or jacket that is constantly on is better than having to remember a vest over what they are 

already wearing. If working in areas where it may rain, waterproof HiVis is best. 

Since drivers never know when they might be exposed to low visibility or high traffic conditions, you should also consider 

accessories, like gloves, headwear or footwear, that feature visibility-enhancing features. Many of these items will have 

reflective piping or high-visibility colors that may make a user more visible head-to-foot. 

HiVis Apparel in Low Temperature Environments

For drivers exposed to cold conditions and low-visibility environments, what is the best way to address all safety needs? 

One solution is to have employees wear the proper ANSI compliant vest over their insulated clothing. But vests can be 

lost, may need to be replaced often, and can be forgotten when frequently exiting the truck throughout the day. Instead, 

choose HiVis gear with insulation that protects from low temperatures as well so you only need to wear and maintain one 

garment. 

“X” on the Back for Enhanced Safety

Selecting apparel with the reflective tape in an alternate shape on the back enhances safety in low-visibility environments. 

By utilizing a different pattern of tape on the front (an H shape) than on the back (an X shape), other drivers will know 

if the person they are nearing might see the approaching vehicle. Canada’s standards for safety, CSA Z96, require the X 

shape in tape on the back for compliance. If you need to meet both ANSI and CSA standards, you need garments with the 

added X-Back feature. 

High Visibility Apparel for Drivers

1. “High Visibility Clothing Requirements.” http://simplifiedsafety.com/blog/high_visibility_clothing_requirements/ 
2. “High Visibility Safety Apparel – Unraveled.” http://www.orosha.org/pdf/pubs/fact_sheets/fs42.pdf 
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Sweatshirts

Pre-shrunk fabric | Front pouch pocket | Pullover
  

0486R Reg | S-3XL

Black | Navy | Gray

0486 Hoodie

Layer 1: 310g Fleece blend outershell

La
ye

r

180g Thermal knit lining

Pre-shrunk fabric | Full front zipper closure | Large front pockets
Thermal knit lining 

0487R Reg | S-5XL

Black | Navy | Gray | Royal Blue

0487 Thermal Sweatshirt

Layer 1: 310g Fleece blend outershell
Layer 2: 180g Thermal knit liningLa

ye
rs

0488 Insulated Quilted Sweatshirt
Pre-shrunk fabric | Large front pockets | Full front zipper closure 

 
0488R Reg | S-5XL

Black | Navy | Lime

Layer 1: 310g Fleece blend outershell
Layer 2: 170g Quilted polyester fiberfill insulation
Layer 3: 180g Jersey liningLa

ye
rs

170g Quilted polyester fiberfill insulation
180g Jersey lining
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Fleece & Sweatshirts

400g 2-Layer bonded RefrigiFleece™ | Durable, wind-tight anti-pill fleece
1 Zipper chest and 2 zipper front pockets | 2 Inside pockets 

Stretch knit side gussets for comfort | Elastic draw cord at bottom hem
Full zip stand-up collar 

 Comfortable elastic cuffs on jacket

0489R Reg | S-5XL
Black

0489 Heavyweight Fleece Jacket

ANSI Class 2 compliant | 310g 100% Polyester fleece outershell
2” 3M™ Scotchlite™ Reflective Tape over shoulders, waist and arms

1 Zipper chest pocket | Full zip closure  

0483R Reg | S-4XL
Orange/Black

0483 HiVis Zip Sweatshirt

ANSI Class 2 compliant | 310g Outershell 100% Polyester outershell
2 Large front pockets | 2” 3M™ Scotchlite™ Reflective Tape  

Full front zipper closure

0484R Reg | S-5XL
Lime

0484 HiVis Hooded Sweatshirt

0483

0484

100% Polyester 280g RefrigiFleece™ | 2 Outside hand pockets
2 Inside bag pockets | Comfortable elastic cuffs

Full zip stand-up collar

0389R Reg | S-5XL

Black/Red |  Black/Gray

0389 Standard Fleece Jacket

Windtight
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Durable Wind-TightWater-
Repellent

Breathable Stretch

Over 400g of insulating power
100% Polyester comfort stretch microfiber shell

Water-repellent, breathable polyurethane membrane
 Silver twill reflective lining 

1 Inside and 3 outside zipper pockets | Full-zip stand-up collar
Interior draw cord | Velcro adjustable cuffs

0490R Reg | S-5XL

Black/Charcoal | Navy/Charcoal

0490 Insulated Softshell Jacket

Silver twill lining 
 reflects body heat to 
keep warmth inside.

Softshell

0496 HiVis Insulated Softshell Jacket

Over 400g of insulating power | 100% Polyester comfort stretch microfiber shell
Water-repellent, breathable polyurethane membrane

Silver twill reflective lining 
1 Inside and 3 outside zipper pockets | Full-zip stand-up collar

Interior draw cord | Velcro adjustable cuffs
ANSI Class 2 compliant | CSA Class 1 Level 1 approved 

2” Silver 3M™ Scotchlite™ Reflective Tape
NEW Stitchless bonded tape for increased durability

0496R Reg | S-5XL

Orange/Black | Lime/Black

Silver twill lining 
 reflects body 
heat to keep

warmth inside.
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Softshell

Over 300g of insulating power
100% Polyester comfort stretch microfiber shell

Water-repellent, breathable polyurethane membrane
100% Polyester micro-fleece lining

Full lining increases comfort and durability
1 Inside and 3 outside zipper pockets | Full-zip stand-up collar

Interior draw cord | Velcro adjustable cuffs

0491R Reg | S-5XL
Black

0491 Softshell Jacket

Over 300g insulating power | 100% Polyester comfort stretch microfiber shell 
Water-repellent, breathable polyurethane membrane

100% Polyester micro-fleece lining
Elastic waist with fly and 2-button snap closure | 2 Hand warmer pockets

Rugged scuff-resistant knee patches
 Heel reinforcement patches for entire bottom of leg

Non-locking zippers on legs with zipper garages
Button snap closure on legs

9441R Reg | S-5XL
Black

9441 Softshell Pants

Over 400g of insulating power
100% Polyester comfort stretch microfiber shell

Water-repellent, breathable polyurethane membrane
Silver twill reflective lining  | 1 Inside and 3 outside zipper pockets

Full-zip stand-up collar | Interior draw cord

0492R Reg | S-5XL

Black

0492 Insulated Softshell Vest

Embroidery is available on any garment for a 
professional business look. See page 47 for details.
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Jackets

100% Taslon nylon 3-ply outershell | Wind-tight, water-repellent finish
5.5 oz. Multi-season insulation | 1 Inside and 2 outside pockets

Storm flaps cover front zippers | Water-repellent microfiber outershell
Rib-knit cuffs and waistband | Soft fleece-lined collar

 
 0450R Reg | S-5XL 0450T Tall | M-5XL

Navy | Black

0450 ChillBreaker® Jacket

180g Insulation | 100% Polyester pongee outershell 
Water-repellent and wind-tight | Diamond pattern shell

 Large zipper chest pocket | 2 Hand warmer pockets
Set-in cuffs | 2 interior pockets | Stand up fleece-lined collar

0444R Reg | S-5XL

Black

0444 Diamond Quilted Jacket

8 oz. Simulated down insulation
Wind-tight polyester microfiber outershell

2 Outside zipper pockets | Horizontal baffles create flexible, contoured fit
Bound seams seal out drafts | Set-in sleeve | Full-zip, stand-up collar
Comfort stretch design on cuffs and waist | Made in our USA factory

5450R Reg | S-5XL

Blue | Black

5450 Horizontal Puffer Jacket

WindtightWater
Repellent

WindtightWater
Repellent WindtightWater

Repellent
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As a Driver you need to be prepared for 

many scenarios – not just during your regular 

duties, but also in case of emergency. Whether 

that is protecting your hands from the impact 

of daily duties, dealing with rain in mild temps or 

snow in subzero temps, it is important to have the 

proper protective gear.

Personal Protective Gear Every Driver Should Have

Though you may have a lighter jacket you wear in the 
cab, it is important to have a jacket that can handle colder 
outdoor temperatures.

INSULATED WINTER COAT

Protect your hands from impact, outdoor conditions, and 
cold/heat transfer with the proper gloves.

MITTENS/GLOVES

Moisture is the enemy of comfort and warmth – you need to 
stay dry to stay comfortable and productive. Make sure you 
are protected with waterproof gear.

RAINWEAR

Protect your head, ears and face from rain, cold, wind, 
snow and more adequate headwear.

HEADWEAR – PROTECTING EARS AND FACE

Protect your eyes with durable safety glasses .

SAFETY GLASSES

Stay visible on dark roadways with a HiVis vest over your 
jacket – or opt for a HiVis jacket so you are always visible. 

HIVIS GARMENTS

Driver Checklist
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6 oz. Insulation | Custom diagonal quilted ripstop outershell
Silver sateen reflective lining | 2 Front silver zipper pockets 

Full zip stand-up collar

0424R Reg | S-3XL

Black | Plum

0424  Women’s Quilted Vest

Women’s

280g 2-Sided RefrigiFleece™ | 2 Outside zipper pockets
Full zip stand-up collar | Lightweight 

Stylish straight-hemmed cuffs

0469R Reg | S-4XL
Black

0469 Women’s Fleece

Over 400g of insulating power | Water-repellent, wind-tight outershell
Silver twill reflective lining | Red accent stitching and collar taping
1 Hidden chest and 2 front zipper pockets | Full-zip stand-up collar

Improved wind seal with inset thumbhole cuffs | Velcro adjustable cuffs
Silver reflective piping on front and back contoured seam

Stylish straight-hemmed cuffs

0493R Reg | S-3XL

Black

0493 Women’s Insulated Softshell Jacket

WindtightWater
Repellent

Stretch

Over 300g of insulating power | Water-repellent, wind-tight outershell
2 Front zipper pockets | Full-zip stand-up collar  

Stylish straight-hemmed cuffs | 100% Polyester micro-fleece lining

 
0498R Reg | S-4XL

Black | Plum | Pink

0498 Women’s Softshell Jacket

WindtightWater
Repellent

Stretch

Silver twill linings 
 reflect body heat to 
keep warmth inside.
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Women’s

132 Ice Logger™

INSULATION: 400g Thinsulate™ Ultra 
UPPER: 5” Nubuck leather upper
OUTSOLE: Vibram® New Bifida outsole with IceTrek®

TOE: ASTM composite
FEATURES:  Waterproof
 Gravity-fed moisture management system
 Electrical hazard compliant
 

Reg 132CR Full 5-15, Half 5½-11½
Women’s 132CR Full 7-10, Half 6½-9½

Waterproof

Insulation

Durability

Slip

0

0

0

5

5

5

7

8

10

10

10

InduraSafe™

5

VitaComfort
TM

Max
Comfort

*Our exclusive VitaComfort™ system enhances comfort, absorbs shock and increases breathability. 

VitaComfort
TM

*Our exclusive VitaComfort™ system enhances comfort, absorbs shock and increases breathability. 

136 Women’s  
 Black Widow™

Insulation

Durability

Slip

0

0

0

5

5

5

8

9

10

10

10

InduraSafe™

4

Waterproof

INSULATION: 200g Thinsulate™

UPPER: 6” Nylon and leather  
OUTSOLE: Vibram® dual density outsole with IceTrek®

TOE: ASTM composite
FEATURES: Waterproof
 Gravity-fed moisture management system
 Electrical hazard compliant

Reg 136CR  Full 6-10, Half 6½-9½ 

Max
Comfort

145

5”

146

FPO
New PHOTO

6”

145 Crossover Hiker - 5” 

UPPER: 5” and 6” Black nylon and leather 
OUTSOLE: Vibram® Q765 Dual density outsole with Ice Trek®

TOE: ASTM composite
FEATURES: 20% Lighter than most safety shoes
 Rubber toe guard
 Waterproof
 High visibility reflective trims
 Electrical hazard compliant

Reg  145CR | 146CR Full 5-13, Half 5½-11½
Women’s 145CR | 146CR Full 7-10, Half 6½-9½

146 Crossover Hiker - 6” 

Insulation

Durability

Slip

0

0

0

5

5

5

1

8

9

10

10

10

InduraSafe™

Waterproof Lightweight

AND
ABOVE

AND
ABOVE

VitaComfort
TM

*Our exclusive VitaComfort™ system enhances comfort, absorbs shock and increases breathability.
Only available on the 145 boot. 
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Handwear

Poly/cotton knit | PVC honeycomb grip
Double-sided for extended wear

PVC reinforced thumb crotch 
Sold by the dozen | Volume discounts available

M, L, XL

0212 Poly Honeycomb Grip
Polyester knit | PVC honeycomb grip

Double-sided for extended wear
PVC reinforced thumb crotch

Sold by the dozen | Volume discounts available

 S, M, L, XL

0312 Acrylic Honeycomb Grip
Heavyweight cotton/acrylic | PVC honeycomb grip

Double-sided for extended wear
PVC reinforced thumb crotch

Sold by the dozen | Volume discounts available
 

 M, L, XL

0412 Glacier Grip™

Sold by the Dozen | Volume Discounts Available

Acrylic knit with PVC dot grip on palm
Special fingertips allows for use of touch screens
Wear with fingerless mitts for extra warmth and

added touchscreen functionality | Sold by the dozen
Volume discounts available

S/M, L/XL

0227 Touch Screen Glove
Dual-layer outershell and built-in liner for extra warmth

Acrylic knit with brushed microfiber liner
Special fingertips allows for use of touch screens

Wear with fingerless mitts for extra warmth plus touch 
screen functionality | Sold by the pair

Volume discounts available
S/M, L/XL

0237 Dual-Layer Thermal 
 Touch Screen Glove

Handheld electronic devices like 
phones and tablets are being used 
much more frequently in the workplace. 
With a touch screen glove, you are 
able to use touch screen electronic 
products without having to remove 
the glove. 

Why use a touch screen liner?

Most durable liner | 13-Gauge cut-resistant string knit
CE 5/ANSI 3 certification for blade

FDA accepted for food contact application
Sold by the dozen | Volume discounts available

S, M, L, XL

1207 Permaknit Glove

Cut
Resistant

Cut
Resistant

Dual-Layer
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Stretch

Brushed acrylic loop terry | PVC herringbone palm coating
Sold by the dozen | Volume discounts available

M, L, XL

0409 Herringbone Grip

Sold by the Dozen | Volume Discounts Available

Cotton/poly string knit | PVC dot grip
Double-sided for extended wear

 Sold by the dozen | Volume discounts available

M, L, XL

0210 Lightweight Dot Grip
Dual-layer outershell and built-in liner for extra warmth
10 oz. Poly/cotton knit shell plus 14 oz. loop terry liner

PVC dot grips | Double-sided for extended wear
Sold by the dozen | Volume discounts available

 M, L, XL

0410 Dual-Layer Heavyweight Dot Grip

Midweight | Poly/cotton knit
PVC dot grip | Double-sided for extended wear
Sold by the dozen | Volume discounts available

L

0303 Fingerless Dot Grip

Natural: Cotton loop terry | HiVis: Acrylic loop terry
PVC dot grip | Double-sided for extended wear 

PVC reinforced thumb crotch 
 Sold by the dozen | Volume discounts available

M, L, XL
Natural | Lime | Orange

	 						

0310 Midweight Dot Grip

Dual-Layer

Cotton loop terry | PVC palm coating
Sold by the dozen | Volume discounts available

 
 L

0309 Palm-Coated Terry Grip
98% Acrylic / 2% spandex | Moisture wicking

Stretch-fit for maximum comfort
Sold by the dozen | Volume discounts available

One size fits all

0302 Stretch Liner

Handwear
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Dual-layer outershell and built-in liner for extra warmth
15-Gauge wind-tight nylon shell

7-Gauge heavy brushed acrylic liner
Double nitrile sandy finish palm coating

Pre-curved ergonomic fit 
 M, L, XL

0408 Dual-Layer HiVis Ergo

Pre-curved, ergonomic fit Pre-curved, ergonomic fit

Dual-layer outershell and built-in liner for extra warmth
15-Gauge wind-tight nylon shell

7-Gauge heavy brushed acrylic liner
Double nitrile sandy finish palm coating

Pre-curved ergonomic fit 
  M, L, XL

0507 Dual-Layer Thermal Ergo

Available in Lime

Brushed string-knit acrylic shell
Crinkle finish latex palm coating

Pre-curved ergonomic fit | Sold by the dozen

M, L, XL

0208 HiVis Ergo

7-Gauge brushed terry shell
Crinkle finish latex palm coating

Pre-curved ergonomic fit 

M, L, XL

0307 Thermal Ergo

Pre-curved, ergonomic fit

7-Gauge heavy brushed acrylic shell
Pro-weight terry lining

Crinkle finish latex palm coating | Pre-curved ergonomic fit 
 

M, L, XL

0407 ProWeight Thermal Ergo

Pre-curved, ergonomic fit

Pre-curved, ergonomic fit Pre-curved, ergonomic fit

String-knit polyester shell | Crinkle finish latex palm coating
Pre-curved ergonomic fit | Sold by the dozen

 
S, M, L, XL

0207 Ergo

Pre-curved, ergonomic fit

7-Gauge heavy brushed acrylic shell
Crinkle finish latex palm coating | Pre-curved ergonomic fit 

S, M, L, XL
Lime | Orange

	

0308 HiVis Thermal Ergo

Dual-Layer

Like Having a Glove 
Within a Glove
No need for liners with our 
dual-layer styles. Gloves with our 
unique dual-layer system feature 
a built-in lining, providing extra 
warmth and comfort. 

Available on styles: 0507, 0408, 
1408, 0410 and 0237

Dual-LayerDual-Layer

Handwear
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Gray acrylic liner
Gray crinkle finish latex dipping

TPR protection pads on back of glove and fingers
Pre-curved ergonomic fit

M, L, XL

	

1208 Ergo Impact
HiVis lime heavy brushed terry liner

Crinkle finish latex foam dipping
TPR protection pads on back of glove and fingers

Pre-curved ergonomic fit

S, M, L, XL
	

1308 HiVis Ergo Impact
Dual-layer outershell and built-in liner for extra warmth

CE 5/ANSI 3 certified cut resistant outershell
Heavy brushed terry inner liner | Crinkle finish latex dipping

TPR protection pads on back of glove and fingers
Black rubber wrist closure with Velcro

Pre-curved ergonomic fit
M, L, XL

1408 Dual-Layer Ergo Impact

Cut
Resistant

Cut
Resistant

DurableDual-Layer

Stretch knit | Thermoplastic rubber palm coating
Tread system displaces water and oil

Maximum grip requires less force, reduces fatigue

S/M, L/XL

0230 MadGrip®

Brushed stretch terry | Thermoplastic rubber coating
Tread system displaces water and oil

Maximum grip requires less force, reduces fatigue

S/M, L/XL

0330 Thermal MadGrip®

Nylon/spandex liner | Nitrile micro foam dipping
Super dexterity |  Sold by the dozen

Great for peeling lables
 

S/M, L/XL

0229 Thin Value Grip

Polyester liner | Nitrile micro foam palm coating 
Improved grip on wet surfaces | Touchscreen capability 

Snug fit to maximize touchscreen function
 

S/M, L/XL

0239 Touch Screen Palm Coated

Handwear
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160g Fiberfill insulation with tricot lining
Pig grain palm and split pig back

Safety cuff with heavy duty knit wrist

S, M, L, XL

0313 Pigskin
Insulation: 5 Durability: 6 Dexterity: 6

100g Thinsulate™ plus foam insulation with tricot lining
Canvas outershell with suede cowhide palm

Rubberized gauntlet cuff
 

L, XL

0314 Cowhide & Canvas
Insulation: 5 Durability: 7 Dexterity: 6

Pre-curved, ergonomic fit

Fiberfill plus foam insulation with tricot lining
Goat grain and spandex outershell

Pre-curved, ergonomic fit | Reinforced thumb crotch
Impact protection on knuckles, fingers and palm

Rolled fingertips | Stretch neoprene cuff 

L, XL

0353 Ergo Goatskin
Insulation: 7 Durability: 5 Dexterity: 8

Foam insulation with fleece lining
Soft, premium cow grain leather | Kevlar thread

L, XL

0315 Driver’s Glove
Insulation: 3 Durability: 8 Dexterity: 6

Insulation: 4 Durability: 5 Dexterity: 8

0304 Premium Wool Convertible Mitt

100g Thinsulate™ insulation with tricot lining
85% Ragg wool / 15% nlyon outershell

NEW  Improved rip-resistant construction on flip-top
Reinforced suede leather palm patch

Converts from mitt to open-finger glove

L, XL

180g Fiberfill plus foam insulation with tricot lining
Polyester polyurethane softshell outershell

Reinforced micro-suede palm 
Converts from mitt to open finger glove

 L, XL, 2XL

0504 Softshell Convertible Mitt
Insulation: 6 Durability: 8 Dexterity: 8

40g Thinsulate™ insulation plus fleece lining 
100% Ragg wool outershell

Extended double layer knit cuff
Coverts from mitt to open-finger glove

L, XL

0204 Ragg Wool Convertible Mitt
Insulation: 3 Durability: 4 Dexterity: 8

Handwear
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Glove Anatomy

Insulation
Insulation is based on weight as 
well as layers of insulation. Multiple 
layers, including outershell and 
lining, can significantly increase 
warmth. 

Ergo Fit 
An ergonomic fit means that the 
glove is pre-curved so you don’t 
have to work as hard to bend the 
glove.

Water Repellent
Are you going to come into contact 
with water, snow or ice? Look for 
gloves that are waterproof or 
water-repellent. 

Impact Protection 
Impact protection gloves feature 
dense pads on the back of the 
hand, knuckles or fingers to help 
protect you from day-to-day bangs 
and pinches.

Cuffs
There are many different types of cuffs, each with their 
own benefits, so think about what you will need most: 
protection, comfort, easy on/off or warmth.

Grips or Coatings 
If you consistently pick up or 
handle items, a glove with a 
coating or grip may be ideal for 
you. The coating layer provides 
more grip and results in less hand 
fatigue.

Abrasion Pads and 
Reinforced Thumb Crotch 

Abrasion pads cover frequently 
used areas with an extra layer for 
comfort and durability. Reinforced 
thumb crotches are an extra layer 
between the thumb and forefinger, 
providing more toughness.

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

Below is a selection of features to consider 

when selecting your next pair of gloves. 

These features can help you find the ideal 

glove for your environment.
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Available in Black

Fiberfill plus double foam insulation with fleece lining
Polyester back with 50% nylon / 50% polyurethane palm

PVC abrasion pads on fingers and palm 
Waterproof barrier

Neoprene cuff with Velcro closure
 

M, L, XL
Black | Lime

	

0291 ArcticGrip™

Insulation: 8 Durability: 9 Dexterity: 8

WaterproofDurable

Fiberfill plus foam insulation with brushed tricot lining 
Neoprene and spandex back with synthetic leather palm

PVC abrasion pads on fingertips and palm
Waterproof barrier | Safety cuff with heavy duty knit wrist

S, M, L, XL, 2XL

0283 Waterproof High Dexterity
Insulation: 7 Durability: 7 Dexterity: 8

Waterproof

Fiberfill insulation with brushed tricot lining
Spandex back with synthetic leather palm

PVC abrasion pads on fingers and palm
Padded impact protection on palm 
Neoprene cuff with Velcro closure

 
M, L, XL, 2XL

	

0284 High Dexterity
Insulation: 5 Durability: 8 Dexterity: 8

Durable

Fiberfill plus foam insulation with brushed tricot lining 
Neoprene and spandex back with pig grain palm

PVC abrasion pads on fingertips and palm
Neoprene cuff with Velcro closure

M, L, XL, 2XL

0282 Insulated High Dexterity
Insulation: 6 Durability: 7 Dexterity: 8

Durable

Induradex™ Ratings
Insulation: 6 Durability: 9 Dexterity: 8

Induradex™ Ratings provide guidelines for the insulation, 
durability and dexterity of every glove compared to other 
gloves in the same category. Higher numbers on a scale of 
1-10 represent a better rating.

Our Ratings

Comfort Ratings

Comfort Rating ranges provide guidelines for the 
temperatures in which gloves will be the most comfortable.

Handwear
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HiVis neoprene, spandex and mesh back
Synthetic leather palm | Silicone grip dots on palm

Reflective knuckles and fingertips
Neoprene cuff with Velcro closure

 M, L, XL

0279 HiVis Super Grip
Insulation: 1 Durability: 7 Dexterity: 9

Foam insulation with fleece lining
Neoprene, spandex and mesh back 

Synthetic leather palm | Silicone grip dots on palm
Reflective knuckles and fingertips
Neoprene cuff with Velcro closure

S, M, L, XL
Black | Lime

											

0379 Insulated HiVis Super Grip
Insulation: 5 Durability: 7 Dexterity: 8

100g Thinsulate™ insulation
Spandex back with synthetic leather palm

Impact protection on fingers, knuckles and back 
Silicone grip dots on palm | Anti-microbial finish
Reinforced thumb crotch | Stretch neoprene cuff 

M, L, XL
Black | Orange

	

0579 Insulated Impact Pro
Insulation: 6 Durability: 7 Dexterity: 7

Available in BlackAvailable in Lime

Handwear
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VitaComfort
TM Working on your feet all day can be painful if you have the wrong footwear. We’ve been listening, which is why we 

created VitaComfort™ — an integrated system that enhances comfort and absorbs the shock your feet receive from 

walking on hard floors or just standing all day. As a result, VitaComfort™ provides needed relief from foot fatigue and pain.Your Feet Will Thank You.

SystemVitaComfort™

VitaComfort™  takes care of your feet so you 
can concentrate on  

what’s most important—getting the job done.

Light-weight, honeycomb 
design allows feet  

to breathe.

Shock-absorbing gel provides 
relief to knees and reduces 

foot fatigue.

Gel layer molds around feet  
and provides cushioning to  

enhance comfort.

COMFORT  
GEL LAYER

PREMIUM INSOLE
• Added cushioning arch support
• Stability and pulls moisture away

• 360-degree padding for comfort

• Slip resistant and durable
• Athletic and streamlined

• Lightweight and  
superior support

• Shock absorbing

• Max comfort and 
breathable

• Moisture wicking  
for dryer feet

OUTSOLE

MIDSOLE

5

4

1

3

2

VitaComfort | Footwear

Insulation

Durability

Slip

0

0

0

5

5

5

8

9

10

10

10

InduraSafe™

1

1101 Rally Athletic
UPPER: 4”  Nylon and leather
OUTSOLE: Vibram®  XS Ultimate Anti-Slip
TOE: ASTM composite
FEATURES: Rubber toe guard
 Gravity-fed moisture management system
 Electrical hazard compliant

Reg 1101CR Full 7-14, Half 8½-11½ 

Max
Comfort

Ultra Slip
Resistant

Lightweight
AND
ABOVE

AND
ABOVE

145

5”

146

FPO
New PHOTO

6”

145 Crossover Hiker - 5” 

UPPER: 5” and 6” Black nylon and leather 
OUTSOLE: Vibram® Q765 Dual density outsole with Ice Trek®

TOE: ASTM composite
FEATURES: 20% Lighter than most safety shoes
 Rubber toe guard
 Waterproof
 High visibility reflective trims
 Electrical hazard compliant

Reg  145CR | 146CR Full 5-13, Half 5½-11½
Women’s 145CR | 146CR Full 7-10, Half 6½-9½

146 Crossover Hiker - 6” 

Insulation

Durability

Slip

0

0

0

5

5

5

1

8

9

10

10

10

InduraSafe™

Waterproof Lightweight

AND
ABOVE

AND
ABOVE

VitaComfort
TM

VitaComfort
TM

*Our exclusive VitaComfort™ system enhances comfort, absorbs shock and increases breathability. 

*Our exclusive VitaComfort™ system enhances comfort, absorbs shock and increases breathability.
Only available on the 145 boot. 
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Footwear

UPPER: 6” Nylon and leather
OUTSOLE: Vibram® XS Ultimate Anti-Slip
TOE: ASTM composite
FEATURES: Rubber toe and heel guard
 Waterproof
 Gravity-fed moisture management system
 Electrical hazard compliant

Reg 1102CR Full 7-14, Half 8½-11½ 

Insulation

Durability

Slip

0

0

0

5

5

5

8

9

10

10

10

InduraSafe™

2

1102 Rustic Hiker Max
Comfort

Ultra Slip
Resistant

Lightweight Waterproof
AND
ABOVE

AND
ABOVE

Insulation

Durability

Slip

0

0

0

5

5

5

8

9

10

10

10

InduraSafe™

4

1103 Iron Hiker
INSULATION: 200g Thinsulate™ Ultra
UPPER: 6” Leather 
OUTSOLE: Vibram® XS Ultimate Anti-Slip
TOE: ASTM composite
FEATURES: Rubber toe and heel guard
 Waterproof
 Gravity-fed moisture management system
 Electrical hazard compliant

Reg 1103CR Full 7-14, Half 8½-11½ 

Max
Comfort

Ultra Slip
Resistant

Lightweight Waterproof

Max
Comfort

Ultra Slip
Resistant

Lightweight

1104  Excel Double-Gore
 Slip-On

Insulation

Durability

Slip

0

0

0

5

5

5

8

9

10

10

10

InduraSafe™

4

INSULATION: 200g Thinsulate™ Ultra
UPPER: 6” Leather
OUTSOLE: Vibram® XS Ultimate® Anti-Slip
TOE: ASTM composite
FEATURES: Double-Gore slip-on
 Dual pull tabs for easier access
 Gravity-fed moisture management system
 Electrical hazard compliant

Reg 1104CR Full 7-14, Half 8½-11½

VitaComfort
TM

VitaComfort
TM

*Our exclusive VitaComfort™ system enhances comfort, absorbs shock and increases breathability. 

*Our exclusive VitaComfort™ system enhances comfort, absorbs shock and increases breathability. 

VitaComfort
TM

*Our exclusive VitaComfort™ system enhances comfort, absorbs shock and increases breathability. 
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Footwear

122 Tungsten Hiker
INSULATION: 600g Thinsulate™ Ultra
UPPER: 6” Nubuck Leather 
OUTSOLE: Anti-Slip RefrigiWear® Outsole
TOE: ASTM composite
FEATURES: Rubber heel plate
 Rubber toe guard
 Waterproof
 Gravity-fed moisture management system
 Electrical hazard compliant

Reg 122CR Full 7-15, Half 8½-11½

Sole Rating

Insulation

Durability

Slip

0

0

0

5

5

5

6

8

8

10

10

10

InduraSafe™

WaterproofMax
Comfort

Ultra Slip
Resistant

120 Classic
INSULATION: 400g Thinsulate™ Ultra
UPPER: 6” Full leather 
OUTSOLE: Vibram® Montana outsole with IceTrek®

TOE: ASTM composite
FEATURES: Goodyear® welt construction
 Electrical hazard compliant

Reg 120CR Full 5-15, Half 8½-11½
 

0

0

Sole Rating

Insulation

Durability

Slip
0

5

5

5

8

8

10

10

10

InduraSafe™

5

VitaComfort
TM

*Our exclusive VitaComfort™ system enhances comfort, absorbs shock and increases breathability. 
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Footwear

Socks

Cotton / nylon / polyester / lycra blend 
Graduated compression improves comfort and minimizes leg fatigue

Comfort Ultra Toe Seam™ for maximum comfort 

S/M, L/XL

1034 Compression Socks
Merino wool, stretch nylon and soft acrylic

Moisture-wicking 
Reinforced toe and heel | Ankle support band

M, L, XL

0031 Performance Sock

9” 10”

132 Ice Logger™

INSULATION: 400g Thinsulate™ Ultra 
UPPER: 5” Nubuck leather upper
OUTSOLE: Vibram® New Bifida outsole with IceTrek®

TOE: ASTM composite
FEATURES:  Waterproof
 Gravity-fed moisture management system
 Electrical hazard compliant
 

Reg 132CR Full 5-15, Half 5½-11½
Women’s 132CR Full 7-10, Half 6½-9½

Waterproof

Insulation

Durability

Slip

0

0

0

5

5

5

7

8

10

10

10

InduraSafe™

5

Max
Comfort

VitaComfort
TM

*Our exclusive VitaComfort™ system enhances comfort, absorbs shock and increases breathability. 
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Health & Wellness

The Impact of Proper Ergonomics  
on Driver Wellness 

How RefrigiWear PPE can Reduce Injury and Improve Overall Health

The overall health and wellness of drivers are rising concerns in the transportation industry – not just because companies 

care about their employees’ well-being, but because health issues are increasingly contributing to the driver shortage. 

New health regulations are taking drivers off the road and chronic health issues are forcing early retirement for others. 

Risk of Injury from Daily Duties
Injuries to drivers come in forms you likely expect, such as slips, 

trips and falls. But they also come in forms you might not expect, 

like cumulative injuries from wearing the wrong gloves, jackets or 

boots.  The impact on hands and legs or back strain from footwear 

both contribute to lasting injuries that create time-loss, reduction in 

productivity and costly worker’s compensation claims. 

The wrong boots don’t just affect the feet. Improper footwear can 

create lasting damage in drivers’ legs and backs. Gloves not designed 

for the duties being performed, like loading and unloading, can’t 

protect hands from the cumulative damage of repeated impact. 

Drivers are in the top 5 professions most affected by 
slip, trip, and fall injuries – injuries that average 38 days of 

lost time per employee.  Properly outfitting your employees in gear 

designed for their duties and the conditions they encounter helps 

reduce these risks and keeps productivity high. 

55
% of falls caused
by walking surfaces

24
% of falls caused
by footwear

IN COSTS

MISSED WORK DAYS
95 Mil
9 Mil
SLIPS, TRIPS AND FALLS

EACH YEAR

R
E
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LT
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Smith, Sandy. “The High Cost of Slips, Trips and Falls.” 
      http://ehstoday.com/safety/high-cost-slips-trips-and-falls-infographic

55
% of falls caused
by walking surfaces

24
% of falls caused
by footwear

IN COSTS

MISSED WORK DAYS
95 Mil
9 Mil
SLIPS, TRIPS AND FALLS

EACH YEAR

R
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Smith, Sandy. “The High Cost of Slips, Trips and Falls.” 
      http://ehstoday.com/safety/high-cost-slips-trips-and-falls-infographic
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Health & Wellness

Proper PPE Provides Ergonomic Support and Reduces Injury Risk
Each piece of the protective gear you provide to your drivers plays a vital role in their health. Truckers are twice as 
likely to suffer from chronic illness and injury as other members of the workforce.1 Protecting 

them from cumulative injury will help lower that number.

Health is a Complete Picture 
The focus on getting drivers to pay more attention 

to their diets, exercise regimens, tobacco use and 

sleep habits is pivotal in a Driver Health & Wellness 

Program. It is important, however, not to overlook the 

role ergonomics and repeated duties play in overall 

driver health. Including thorough PPE guidelines and 

best practices in Driver Health & Wellness Programs 

ensures the complete picture is being seen and 

addressed.  Providing the best gear to your drivers 

helps keep them healthy and productive.

The Impact of Proper Ergonomics  
on Driver Wellness 

How RefrigiWear PPE can Reduce Injury and Improve Overall Health

GLOVES 
Repeated impact from loading/unloading and handling cables and chains can 
lead to cumulative musculoskeletal disorders that take your drivers off the 
road. Providing gloves that protect from the temperatures they encounter 
in and out of the truck, plus provide impact protection, help reduce these 
concerns. Additionally, look for gloves with a pre-curved ergonomic fit – this 
reduces hand fatigue. 

JACKETS AND PANTS
Usually the only thing considered when choosing protective clothing is if it 
will keep the driver warm. But the fit and design of the clothing can play a 
vital role in ergonomics and therefore health. If the gear restricts movement 
it can lead to injury. Make sure you consider fit during all activities when 
choosing garments. 

1. Cullen, David. “The Impact of Driver Wellness Programs.” http://www.truckinginfo.com/article/story/2015/11/how-to-measure-driver-wellness-programs.aspx 

FOOTWEAR 
Boots with non-slip outersoles designed not to crack in the cold are important, 
but equally important and often overlooked are the ergonomic features of 
the insoles. Look for boots with systems like VitaComfort™ - designed to keep 
feet free from moisture and fatigue and reduce strain on legs and backs. 
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Headwear

Acrylic knit | Wide folding band covers ears
Black with orange RefrigiWear logo

Black

						

0045RPRO RefrigiWear® Cap
Acrylic knit | Wide folding band covers ears

Moisture wicking | Gold embroidered Reggie logo

Black

				

0045RG Watch Cap with Logo
Wool / acrylic knit | Moisture-wicking  

Polypropylene lining

Black

					

0045RBLK Watch Cap

Acrylic knit | Wide folding band covers ears

Navy | Royal Blue | Charcoal | Lime | Orange

				 	 						 		

0045R Cap
Soft acrylic knit | “Skinny” knit conforms to head

Fits under hard hats

Black

						

0045RSKL Skinny Cap

In the cold, headwear is not an afterthought. 
Body heat can quickly be lost through your 
head and your ears are especially susceptible 
to frostbite. RefrigiWear® headwear is 
designed for warmth, fit and comfort. 
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Headwear

“Fat” 4-layer acrylic knit provides superior warmth
Micro denier knit is soft against skin 

Stretches to fit Youth to 2XL sizes

 Black | Lime | Orange

	 	

0063 Fat Cap

92% Polyester / 8% spandex
4-Way stretch, brushed inner liner

Fits snugly to head

Black | Navy | Charcoal | Lime

	 	 					

0044  Flex-Wear Unisex Skull Cap
Double-sided thick Polartec® fleece
Skull cap style fits under hard hats

Black

					

0061  Fleece Cap

Watch cap / ear band combo
Double thick fleece over ears | Fits under hard hats

Black

						

0060 Flap Cap
Acrylic knit | Plastic visor sewn into brim of hat

Black

						

0062 Visor Cap

Extremely comfortable, lightweight, thin and flexible, our 
Flex-Wear keeps you warm without weighing you down.

Stretch
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Double-layer acrylic knit
Fits over or under hard hat to create seal

Wide band for extra coverage

Blue

					

0052 Knit Headband
Polartec® fleece | Enlarged area to cover ears

Black

				

0053 Fleece Headband

Extremely comfortable, lightweight, thin and flexible, our 
Flex-Wear keeps you warm without weighing you down.

92% Polyester / 8% spandex
 Covers nose, mouth, ears and neck

Stretch for easy-on and added comfort

Black

						

6050 Flex-Wear Neck Gaiter

Stretch

Polartec® fleece | Wear over ball cap to keep ears warm
Easy to remove, folds small for storage

Black

				

6010 Ball Cap Ear Warmer

Headwear

Extremely comfortable, lightweight, thin and flexible, our 
Flex-Wear keeps you warm without weighing you down.

92% Polyester / 8% spandex | Wide band for extra coverage 
Fits over or under hard hat to create seal
Stretch for easy-on and added comfort

Black

					

6052 Flex-Wear Headband

Stretch
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Headwear

Heavy brushed twill | Structured, mid-profile
Six-panel construction, pre-curved visor

Sewn eyelets | Cloth strap | Tri-glide buckle closure
Adjustable sizing | Sold by the dozen | Price includes logo

One Size Fits All

Red | Navy | Gray | Black | Stone | Royal Blue

6145 Brushed Sandwich Cap

63% Polyester / 34% cotton / 3% spandex | Flexfit®

Six-panel construction, pre-curved visor
Sold by the dozen | Price includes logo

S/M, L/XL
  

Red | Royal | Black | Khaki | Dark Gray

6196 Fitted Cotton Blend Cap

100% Cotton chino twill | Elastic Velcro closure  
Six-panel construction, pre-curved visor
Sold by the dozen | Price includes logo

One Size Fits All

Red | Navy | Black | Royal Blue 

6197 Structured Cap
100% Cotton outer | Built in 5 LED lights

On/Off switch built into side band 
Batteries can be replaced | Structured, mid-profile

Six-panel construction, pre-curved visor
Sewn eyelets | Sold by the dozen | Price includes logo

One Size Fits All
Black

6144 LED Lighting 
          Brushed Sandwich Cap

Polyester with reflective trim  
Structured, mid-to-low profile

Six-panel construction, pre-curved visor | Sewn eyelets
Velcro closure | One size fits all | Sold by the dozen

Price includes logo

One Size Fits All
Lime

6146 HiVis Cap

Charcoal/Royal

Charcoal/Red

Grey/Charcoal/Black

Red/White/Navy

Black/White/Red

35% cotton / 65% polyester front | 100% Polyester Mesh Back
Structured, mid-profile, six-panel

Pre-curved visor with contrast stitch
Adjustable plastic snapback | Sold by the dozen 

Price includes logo

One Size Fits All

6112 Mesh Trucker Cap

Personalize with Company Logo | Price Includes Logo* | All Caps Sold by the Dozen
*Embroidery up to 5000 stitches or One color heat transfer. One location on the front of cap
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002TH Dial Thermometer

Watertight plastic magnifying lens | Reads –40° to 160°F
Meets NSF guidelines | Pocket dial

Simple, compact styling | Reads –40° to 300°F
Meets NSF guidelines | Data hold

001TH Digital Thermometer

Reads -67° to 536° F with ±2° accuracy
Fahrenheit and Celsius options | 16:1 Spot ratio
Dual laser for high accuracy | Backlit LCD display

Certified to meet NIST accuracy standards
14 Hours of use with 1 9V battery | Carrying case 

004TH Infrared Digital Thermometer
Infrared reads -67°F to 482°F | Probe reads -67°F to 626°F 
2.5:1 Spot ratio | Waterproof | FDA, NSF, HACCP approved 

Can be used for all food service functions 
 Food safety indicator lights ensure food is at safe temperatures

2 x AAA batteries included 

006TH Infrared  
 Thermometer Probe

Reads -58°F to 716°F with ±2°F accuracy
Fahrenheit and Celsius Options | 12:1 Spot ratio

Bright built-in laser, backlit LCD Display
FDA Approved, FCC Approved | 9V Battery

005TH Value Infrared  
 Thermometer Gun

Reads –58° to 300°F with ±2°F accuracy
Switches from Fahrenheit to Celsius

BioCote™ antimicrobial agent | Waterproof | 1.5 mm Tip
Meets NSF guidelines | Data hold

003TH Advanced Digital Thermometer

Waterproof

Thermometers

Handheld thermometers make it easy to 
check  shipments and ensure product is 
being maintained at its optimal temperature.
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Accessories

Ergonomic handle for ease of use
Curved shape rests naturally in the hand

Heavy duty, high-quality carbon steel blade
Larger blade opening for cutting thicker cardboard

Innovative tape splitter
Dual hook design increases product life

Dishwasher safe to eliminate cross-contamination
Sold in a pack of 10

0010BC Value Box Cutter
High-quality carbon steel blade

Fits Xchange Single Blade (Item #0011BC)
Sold in a pack of 10

0011BL Premium Box Cutter 
 Replacement Blade

Interchangeable head design – keep the handle, replace head
Ergonomic “Soft Touch” handle reduces hand fatigue and stress

Heavy duty, high-quality carbon steel blade
Easy release button to change blade

Innovative tape splitter | Replacement blade available

0011BC Premium Box Cutter

Meets ANSI Z87.1, EN166, and CSA standards
Fully adjustable, extendable earpieces

Anti-fog, scratch-resistant coating on lenses
Durable, lightweight polycarbonate lenses
Molded sideshields allow peripheral vision

Comfortable neoprene nose piece

029SG Boxer Safety Glasses

Meets ANSI Z87.1 +,EN166K, EN166N, EN166UV requirements
Clear vision with Brass Knuckle N-FOG™ anti-fog protection that 

exceeds European EN 166/168 standards
Removeable, soft EVA foam dust filter with built-in air channels fills the 

gap between the glasses and the face, keeping dust out comfortably
ANSI-approved hardcoated polycarbonate lenses

Molded nosepiece for all-day comfort
No metal components

0025SG Premium Safety Glasses

Black matte frame
UVEXTREME anti-fog coating 

Clear lens 

027LW UVEX LiveWire™ 
 Safety Eyewear

MMT-Multi-Material Technology®

Black frame
HydroShield™ anti-fog coating 

Clear lens 

028GN UVEX Genesis XC™  
 Safety Eyewear

Size: L x W x D

18" x 14" x 7"

154DC Padded Hand Truck Pouch

Polyester high-loft fiberfill insulation
Mildew- and stain-resistant inside and out

Water-repellent, wind-tight nylon outershell
Velcro straps attach pouch to hand truck | Drain holes in bottom

Wide opening at top | Padded back protects fragile items        
Clipboard-sized pocket inside pouch       

Zippered pocket with pencil/pen holder on front of pouch
One size fits all | Machine washable
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FSMA

Truck Conditions and Maintaining Temperatures
Though FSMA puts the burden and liability on the shipper to dictate what the specific temperature and sanitary 

conditions should be, it is the carrier’s responsibility to maintain the proper conditions. This includes the carrier 

ensuring that trucks are pre-cooled, properly cleaned and comply with the shipper’s specifications. The shipper 

must then verify these things are done to comply with FSMA.  

Temperature Control Under FSMA
What Changes You Can Make and How RefrigiWear Can Help

The Food Safety Modernization Act, or FSMA, creates 

new regulations for every aspect of food production, 

from source to consumer. Currently, 1 in 6 Americans 

get sick from foodborne diseases each year.1 FSMA 

was created to address, reduce and prevent these 

cases of foodborne illness. FSMA regulations address 

every area of the supply chain, including storing and 

transporting food.

Reduce Illness and Profit Loss with Temperature Control
When transporting perishable items, temperature control is key. Maintaining specific temperature ranges helps 

prevent microorganism growth and toxin formation, reducing foodborne illness and product loss.2 As a part of 

FSMA, temperature now needs to be officially addressed and processes recorded. 

Degradation in transit can contribute to microorganism growth later in the supply chain. Foodborne illness is a 

major concern, but degradation also contributes to product loss and profit loss for your company. Improving 

temperature control and sanitation assists in FSMA’s goal of reduced foodborne illnesses and boosts your bottom 

line by reducing product loss.   

1 in 6 people contract foodborne 
illnesses each year.

Maintaining and recording temperature is easy for shipments that require a single temperature. Shipments 

containing multiple product types and requiring different temperatures need a more dynamic system.  Even when 

utilizing bulkheads to create separate temperature zones, temperature violations can occur during transit. For 

example, a pallet too close to the bulkhead can be colder on one side than the other, and opening/closing the door 

during transport affects temperature control as well. 

30to
40%

An estimated 30-40% 

of food is lost to

 degradation, causing 

illness and profit loss.
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FSMA

Improve and Excel
FSMA’s regulations are very closely aligned with most carriers’ current operating procedures, so there likely aren’t many 

changes needed to be compliant. It is, however, an opportunity to locate areas that need improvement, create a new SOP 

for those improvements and move forward with a better chance of product protection and profitability.

 

Temperature Control Under FSMA
What Changes You Can Make and How RefrigiWear Can Help

Simple FSMA Steps
CLEAN / SANITIZE 
the trailer between every 
shipment to avoid product loss 
and degradation

ENSURE TEMPERATURES 
with tools to measure and protect 
shipments, like insulated bags, 
thermal blankets and handheld 
thermometers

1. FDA, “Frequently Asked Questions on FSMA.” http://www.fda.gov/Food/GuidanceRegulation/FSMA/ucm247559.htm#Sanitary_Transportation 
2. Hardy, Kathee, “Shippers Bear Primary Responsibility for Safe Transportation of Food.” http://www.foodsafetymagazine.com/enewsletter/shippers-bear-primary-responsibility-for-safe-transportation-of-food/ 
3. Gunders, Dana, “Wasted: How America Is Losing Up to 40 Percent of Its Food from Farm to Fork to Landfill.” https://www.nrdc.org/sites/default/files/wasted-food-IP.pdf 

Creating a System to Comply
When the shipper and carrier are the same 

company, these systems and processes for 

temperature control and carrier conditions are 

likely developed together. Though FSMA requires 

the shipper to create their specifications, they 

might not have enough information on how to 

fully maintain ideal conditions. Therefore, the 

best approach is for the originating shipper to 

work hand in hand with their carriers to develop 

specifications and Standard Operating Procedures 

(SOPs) to comply with all of the different variables, 

including trip length, varying temperature 

conditions and sanitation for trucks.

How RefrigiWear Can Help with FSMA
Using RefrigiWear’s® blankets, pallet covers and bags specially designed for temperature regulation helps protect 

product from unwanted temperature changes. This not only assists in reducing the chance of foodborne illness, it 

works to reduce product degradation and loss. An estimated 30-40% of food is lost due to degradation
3
 – that equals a 

significant amount of profit loss. RefrigiWear® also offers handheld thermometers to help drivers check temperatures 

and make needed adjustments.   

PRE-COOL 
the trailer at the right temperatures 
for the products being transported
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A B
C

D

E

Insulated Standard Bags are ideal for transporting ice cream, 
tomatoes, prepared meals, and many other temperature-
sensitive products. The construction of the Standard Bag has 
five key layers of insulation, including our proprietary high-
density flexible foam.

SPECS

Internal Dimensions L x W x H

A. Holds (2) 3-gallon tubs 11" x 21" x 12"
B. Holds (4) 3-gallon tubs 11" x 21" x 21"
C. Holds (6) 3-gallon tubs 11" x 32" x 21"
D. Standard Bag 15" x 22" x 15"
E. Holds (1) 3-gallon tub 11" x 15" x 12"

153UB Insulated Standard Bags

Maintain product temperatures with five layers of protection
Multiple layers of insulation with high-loft fiberfill insulation and high-density foam

Water-repellent, wind-tight nylon outershell
Mildew- and stain-resistant inside and out | Dry ice pocket 

Dual zipper pulls for convenience | Carrying handles on sides 
Shoulder strap on 1-gallon bag | Velcro flap over zipper (excludes E below)

Machine washable

SPECS

Internal Dimensions L x W x H

A. Holds (2) 3-gallon tubs 11" x 21" x 12"
B. Holds (4) 3-gallon tubs 11" x 21" x 21"

A

B

Polyester high-loft fiberfill insulation
Water-repellent, wind-tight nylon outershell 

Mildew- and stain-resistant inside and out | Zipper closure 
Carrying handles on sides | Machine washable

150UB Insulated Value Bags

Insulated Value Bags offer an economical solution for 
transporting temperature-sensitive products. The construction 
of the Value Bag includes three layers of thermal protection 
and can handle tough catering jobs or ensure product quality 
for restocking from food service centers.

Insulated Bags can help you protect ice cream at -20°F, produce at 45°F, dry goods or any range of products you need to pick up from will-call. The 
sizes and insulation configurations are perfect for varying cargo quantities, ambient temperatures and shipping duration. When you need to maintain 
temperatures, they offer a perfect solution for sales samples, catering deliveries or meetings.

Bags
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Covers & Blankets

150PC Insulated Pallet Covers

Add a layer of protection in a flash with our Insulated Pallet 
Covers. Extremely easy to install, the covers provide a high 
level of protection without complexity or high costs.

Polyester high-loft fiberfill insulation
Mildew- and stain-resistant inside and out

Velcro openings on all four sides provide easy access to your perishables
Adjustable height with four-sided Velcro keeps cover off the floor

Folds into duffel shape for easy storage and transport                                  
Can be put on or taken off in less than a minute by one person                                  

Size-height label for easy identification | 9” x 12” ID document pocket                                                       
Water-repellent, wind-tight nylon outershell 

Designed to fit standard U.S. grocery pallets | Machine washable

Sizes: L x W x H

48" x 40" x 36"

48" x 40" x 48"

48" x 40" x 60"

48" x 40" x 72"

SPECS

Insulated Pallet Covers and Blankets prevent product loss and degradation and temperature changes while shipping and loading—essential protection for 
product quality, profitability and safety. Insulated Pallet Covers slide effortlessly in place over pallet-load quantities to protect ice cream, pharmaceuticals, 
frozen products, and many other perishables. 

Insulated Value Blankets are used when you need an 
economical solution for protecting products. These 
inexpensive blankets are the high-performance version of 
regular moving blankets because they offer some thermal 
protection. 

149BL Insulated Value Blankets

Sizes: L x W

6' x 7'

8' x 10'

Recycled cotton denim insulation | Water-repellent, wind-tight outershell
Heavyweight non-woven polypropylene is twice as tough as the industry standard

3” Zigzag pattern to allow maximum loft and insulation
Nylon thread used for quilting and binding

SPECS

150BL Insulated Standard Blankets

Insulated Standard Blankets offer versatile protection for 
your temperature-sensitive products during transport. The 
standard blankets are extremely lightweight, durable and 
easy to use. When perishables are loose or not palletized, 
these blankets can be placed over and around the products 
to provide protection.

Polyester high-loft fiberfill insulation
Water-repellent, wind-tight nylon outershell
Mildew- and stain-resistant inside and out

Ideal for split loads and short hauls | Machine washable

SPECS

Sizes: L x W

4' x 6'

6' x 6'

6' x 8'

8' x 8'

8' x 10'

10' x 12'
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Alterations 

• Shortening sleeves or trousers

• Adding pockets, leather patches and radio 
straps

• Add fleece patches to inside of garment

• Add Velcro closures

Custom and Special Services

• Non-stock sizes, made to measure

• Custom  Colors and HiVis™ colors by request

• Add 3M™ Scotchlite™ Reflective Tape in silver, 
orange, yellow with silver stripe, white or 
yellow

RefrigiWear® garments can be customized to your exact specifications. You must contact Customer Service to request 
customization of your garment. Please allow two weeks for delivery.

Repairs & Laundry Services

Alterations,  Custom & Special Services

RefrigiWear® performs cleaning, repairs and alterations quickly and cost 
effectively in our Dahlonega, Georgia factory. Please allow 2 weeks for standard
repairs or alterations and 3 days for cleaning services.

All repairs require an RMA (Return Merchandise Authorization) from RefrigiWear®. 
Please contact Customer Service at 800.645.3744 or email keepmewarm@refrigiwear.com 
to process your repair.

The RMA number and form (showing bar code) MUST be attached to the outside
of the box for your repair to be processed.

Ship all repairs to:
Attn: Repairs 
RefrigiWear® Inc.
54 Breakstone Drive
Dahlonega, GA 30533

Notice: All repair packages that do NOT have the RMA
form attached to the outside of the boxes will be refused shipment.

Special Services
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With our embroidery, screen printing, patch and woven emblem technology, you can add logos, names and numbers 
to multiple locations on almost every RefrigiWear® garment. We control the entire embroidery process—from 
digitizing all the way through packaging—to ensure superior quality and timeliness of your order. Depending on 

the garment, you can apply embroidery to: right or left chest, right or left sleeve, back and leg.

Low cost alternative to embroidery

Great for large graphics on back of garments

Must be a minimum order of 50 units

Allow 7-10 days for production

Self-Patch Emblem 

Self-patch utilizes a swatch of the same material as your garment for an 

embroidering patch. This ensures a match to your garment but it can still be 

easily removed and replaced.

Woven Emblem 
Woven designs give you greater flexibility on a patch that is sewn onto the 

garment. It also makes replacement easy.

 Direct Embroidery
Direct embroidery provides a premium appearance and the most professional look. This is our most requested option. With 
Pantone® color matching, there are thousands of colors to choose so your embroidery will match your logo and brand exactly. 

Direct embroidery remains intact for the life of the garment, and 
threads are color-fast for a significant length of time with typical wash 
and wear.

Screen Printing
Screen Printing impacts only the exterior of the garment 
and allows you to use intricate, picture quality images.

Embroidery
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FRIENDLY CUSTOMER SERVICE
Real, live customer service from Dahlonega, Georgia. Call toll free, 800.645.3744, 
M-TR, 8:45 a.m.–6:00 p.m. Friday, 8:45 a.m.–5:00 p.m. Eastern Time (April to August). 
M–F, 8:45a.m.–7 p.m. Eastern Time (September to March).   
Or email keepmewarm@refrigiwear.com.

GUARANTEE
Your total satisfaction with your RefrigiWear® purchase is important to us. If for any  
reason you are not pleased with your selection, contact our Customer Service Team  
at 800.645.3744.

COMFORT RATINGS
Comfort Ratings have been developed as a guideline for determining relative thermal 
insulation values. Activity levels, body metabolism, exposure time, age and other 
variables may affect your Comfort Rating preference. Comfort Rating values may be 
reduced over time as normal wear on materials and components occur.

GARMENT CARE  
RefrigiWear® garments can be machine washed with a mild household detergent in 
warm water. Do not bleach. Tumble dry on low heat for 10 minutes, then hang and 
air-dry. Dry cleaning, industrial laundering and use of commercial degreasers are not 
recommended. 

CLEANING SERVICES, REPAIRS AND ALTERATIONS
RefrigiWear® performs cleaning, repairs and alterations quickly and cost-effectively 
in our Dahlonega, Georgia factory. Repairs can be made on holes, torn cuffs, broken 
zippers, split seams and more. Alterations can include shortening sleeves or trousers, 
or adding pockets, leather patches or radio straps. Please allow two weeks for 
standard repairs or alterations, and three days for cleaning services.

To order any repair services, please contact customer service at 800.645.3744.  
Customer Service will email you with an RMA (Return Merchandise Authorization) 
that must be printed out and displayed on the outside of the carton, along with the 
bar code, in order for your repair to be processed.

INTERNATIONAL CUSTOMERS  
Visit refrigiwear.com/international or call 706.864.5757 to be connected with an 
authorized Sales Representative or Distributor in your country. A Spanish version of 
this catalog is available via PDF at www.refrigiwear.com/Spanish.

©2017 RefrigiWear®, Inc. The REFRIGIWEAR® name and logos and all related product and service names, design marks and slogans are the 
trademarks or service marks of RefrigiWear®. All other marks are the property of their respective owners.

54 Breakstone Drive
Dahlonega, GA 30533
keepmewarm@refrigiwear.com
Phone: 800.645.3744
Fax: 800.377.0520 • 706.864.5898




